Paul Bouisset
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Interaction Design Student

p.bouisset@lecolededesign.com

I am a young French Interaction design student at l’école de design de Nantes. More than
studies, I am fond of user-centered design, creative code, data-visulization, prototyping and I like
to play on the frontier between tangible and digital worlds.

EDUCATION

EXPERIENCE
SENSEable City Lab, MIT

Third year in Interaction
Design

2015

Aug 2015- Now, Boston
As an Interaction designer I am working with the
lab on cross disciplinary projects, data
visualisation, product design, web design, app
development and design. With my skill I help the
lab team to present their work to the public
through web experience or data visualisation.

2014-2015

Second year in
Interaction Design

2014

Foundation studies at
l’école de design de Nantes

2013

Aug-Oct 2014, France
Wiztivi is a company specialized in innovative
television experiences and interfaces.
Discovered a lot on low input user experiences
and user interfaces. Production of presentations
for clients to show my projects for the company.

Specialization in Interaction and started to
develop my skills in code, Web design and
creation of innovative services. Ranked 2/54

2013-2014

WIZTIVI UX UI Internship

2012-2013

Started my studies, discovered new ways of
thinking and experimented product design,
spacial design and graphic design.
Diploma in economic and social sciences.
Learned a lot about modern economics.

High school diploma

2012

Continue my studies in Interaction Design
throught projects on connected objects,
apps, data vizualisation, and preparation of
my Bachelor’s Degree

2011-2012

Gephi

ABOUT ME

D3.js
Open Framework

It is my curiosity and my passion for
modern issues which lead me to learn
Interaction Design.

DATA VISUALISATION

Html

Motivated and hard worker, I like team
working because I think this is the best way
to find solutions. I am also indepedant
and I am used to working in autonomy.

Css

Processing

WEB DESIGN

CREATIVE CODE

SKILLS

JavaScript
PROTOTYPING

I think understanding all the facets of
the design process is essential

Leap Motion
USER EXPERIENCE

Arduino

LANGUAGES

After Effect

French
English

TOEIC 870

Wireframe
GRAPHIC DESIGN

Illustrator

Spanish

VIDEO MAPPING

Modul8
Photoshop

MadMapper

HOBBIES
Visit my website
www.paulbouisset.com
Numeric Art

Animation

Data
Visualisation

Electronic Music

Reference letter
upon request

